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An apparatus for securing a small computer, or other
portable appliance, against theft comprises a case having an open back through which the computer is installed or removed. Guide members in the form of slots
are formed in a rear portion of opposite walls of the case
for receiving a back plate to cover the opening and
thereby secure the computer within the case. An opening formed in the top wall of the case exposes the keyboard and display of the computer. The back plate is
locked in the closed position by a key-operated plug
type lock. The lock is attached to one end of a hold
down cable, the opposite end thereof being secured to a
desk top or other stationary object. Thus, the lock simultaneously secures the back plate to the case and
retains the case to the stationary object.
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Briefly, these and other objects are obtained by providing a metal or heavy gauge plastic case for containPORTABLE APPLIANCE SECURITY APPARATUS
ing a computer or other portable appliance which is
secured against theft and is fastened to a desk top or
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION
5 other stationary fmture by a hold-down cable. The case
The invention described herein was made by an emhas a configuration corresponding to the configuration
ployee of the United States Government, working at
of the computer and is formed with an opening to exthe National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
pose the keyboard and display. The rear of the case is
and may be manufactured and used by or for the Govopen to enable entry therethrough of the computer. The
ernment for governmental purposes without the pay- 10 rear opening is covered by a back plate that fits into a
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor.
pair of guide slots formed on opposite walls of the case.
In one embodiment, the slots are formed, respectively,
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
on the top and bottom walls and the back plate is inThe present invention relates generally to an apparaserted into the case from above. In a second emboditus for preventing theft of portable appliances, and 15 ment, the slots are formed on opposite side walls of the
more particularly, toward a security case into which a
case and the back plate is inserted from one side.
small computer is located and which is locked closed
One edge of the back plate is formed with a tab havand secured to a desk or other stationary object by a
ing a width that is substantially less than the total width
hold down cable.
of the back plate. The tab is adapted to extend into one
Small hand held electronic calculatorsand Computers 20 of the guide slots formed in the case to make it impossihave become widely used over the previous few years.
ble for a thief to gain access to the computer by prying
Recently, sophisticated electronic calculators have
the tab. Also formed in the back plate is a cut out porbeen provided with programming capability and innution to expose the power terminals of the computer.
merable build-in functions that have greatly increased
In one embodiment of the back plate, a first aperture
the practical and financial value of the devices. It is now 25 is formed therein and a second, Corresponding aperture
possible to purchase hand-held computers that are capais formed in a rear flange extending outwardly from the
ble of performing thousands of built-in program steps
case. When the back plate is located through the guide
and hundreds of user programmable steps and generatslots, the two apertures are in alignment and a plug type
ing the results either on a visual display or printer.
locking member is positioned within the apertures to
Because many of the portable computers and sophisti- 30 secure the back plate. The locking member is secured to
cated calculatorsrepresent a substantial financial investone end of the hold-down cable, the opposite end being
ment, and because there is a particularly large risk of
attached to the stationary object. The locking member
theft associated with these devices due to their small
thus both secures the back plate to the case and retains
size, it has become necessary to provide protection
the case on the stationary object making it impossible to
against theft. Although some manufacturers of comput- 35 remove the computer. When the locking member is
ers have provided custom locking devices for particular
unlocked, the case is released from the hold-down cable
computer models, there is a need for a security device
and the back plate is simultaneously unlocked from the
that is adapted to be used with a wide range of particucase enabling removal of the computer.
lar computers, calculators and the like.
In another embodiment of the back plate, the tab
Some universal appliance hold-down devices have 40 which extends through the guide slot formed in the case
been developed which are adapted to secure typewritalso extends through another corresponding slot
ers, adding machines or other appliances to a desk.
formed in the table top or in a special support bracket.
These security devices typically require a locking memA conventional padlock or other locking member is
ber to be bonded or otherwise secured to the appliance,
located through an aperture formed in the tab beneath
the locking member itself being releasably secured to a 45 the table top or bracket to secure the computer and
metal hold-down cable. It is often unsuitable, however,
casing.
Still other objects and advantages of the present into bond or otherwise permanently secure a locking
vention will become readily apparent to those skilled in
member to the appliance case both because of aesthetics
this art from the following detailed description, wherein
and because the case itself is generally formed of plastic
which can be easily broken. Permanently bonding a 50 is shown and described only the preferred embodiments
of the invention, simply by way of illustration of the
locking member to the appliance is particularly unsuitbest modes contemplated carrying out the invention. As
able where the appliance is being displayed for sale.
will be realized, the invention is capable of other and
Accordingly, one object of the present invention is to
different embodiments, and its several details are capaprovide a new and improved apparatus for securing a
55 ble of modifications in various obvious respects, all
portable appliance against theft.
without departing from the invention. Accordingly, the
Another object is to provide a new and improved
drawings and description are to be regarded as illustrasecuring appliance that is adapted to be used with appli-'
tive in nature, and not as restrictive.
ances of various shares and sizes.
Another object is to provide a new and improved
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING
security apparatus that protects an appliance against 60
In
the drawings where like parts are designated by
theft without bonding, puncturing or otherwise damagthe same references:
ing the appliance surface.
FIG. 1is a perspective view showing a portable comYet another object is to provide a new and improved
puter located within a security case in accordance with
security device for portable appliances that protects the
65 a first embodiment of the invention;
body of the appliance against tampering.
FIG. 2 is a perspective rear view of the first embodiStill another object is to provide a new and improved
ment of the invention illustrating entry or removal of a
security apparatus for portable appliances, that retains
computer through the back opening of the case;
the appliance within the case.
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FIG. 3 is a perspective rear view showing a second

4

as shown by 61,with a member 62 formed along an

embodiment of the back plate, in accordance with the
upper portion of the back plate to function both as a
invention;
handle and as a stop member. The stop function of
FIG. 4 is a side view of the security case of FIG. 3
member 62 is caused by contact between the lower
mounted on and secured to a table top;
5 surfaces of the stop and the upper surface 64 of the
FIG. 5 is a side view showing the security case of
flange 34, as shown in FIGS. 4 and 5, when the back
FIG. 3 mounted on and secured to a special support
plate is inserted through guide slots 38 and 48 of case 12.
bracke&;and
An elongate tab 66 is formed along the lower edge 68 of
FIG. 6 is a perspective view showing another emthe back plate 61 and extends through the slot ro8
bodiment of the invention.
10 formed in bottom wall 16 of the casing and through a
corresponding, third slot 70 formed in a table top 72 or
DETAILED DESCRIFTIQN
other stationary member.
R e f e h g to FIGS. 1 and 2, a security device 10, in
With the back plate 61 inserted fully
upper guide
accordance with the invention , comprises a case n2
12,the
slot 38 and through lower @de slot 48 in
formed of metal or heavy gauge plastic and defied by 15 lower edge 68 of the back plate is located in contact
a bottom wall 96,opposite side walls 18
a top wall
with the inner surface of bottom wall 16.Cut out parThe rear 23 Of the Case l2 i’
and and a front
tion 74 of back plate 61 is positioned to exposed the
Open to permit
by a
portable
Or
power termin& 58 of the computer 24. An aperture 76
the Same
computer 2 4 The case l2 has
formed in the elongate tab 66 extends beneath the table
configuration and size as the computer 2
4 and includes 20 top 72 and is adapted to receive a
78 FIG. 4)
l4 to
an Opening26 formed in top
the keyor other locking device. Alternatively, as shown in
3o Of computer %*The portion Of
board
and
FIG. 5, the case 12 may be mounted on an inclined
l4 defining the keyboard 28 and
the top
bracket 80 having a slot (not shown) formed therein for
opening 26 forms an inwardly extending lip or flange 32
receiving the tab
25
for retaining the computer 24 within the case 12.
Referring now to FIG. 6,another embodiment of the
a flange 3% extends Outwardlyfrom the top
l4
invention
is shown, wherein the rear of the security case
of casing 12,and is reinforced by side ribs 36.A first slot
82 has attached thereto a back member 82. The back
38 is formed in flange 34 to receive a back plate 4-9also
preferably formed of metal or heavy gauge plastic. The
member 82 has formed therein a recmgdar Opening8$
to the inside Of the
l2 by
back plate &) has a generally qmdralateral shape and is 30 for Providing
‘lots
86
and
are
formed
in
opposite
computer
formed with a first aperture 42 positioned to correspond
formed in the outwardly
sides of the member 82 to receive a rectangular back
with a second aperture
plate 90, which is inserted into the member 82 from one
extending flange M.A tab 4is formed along the lower
side, as shown*
edge of the back plate 4@ and is adapted to be inserted
into a corresponding slot 48 formed in bottom wall 16 of 35 One edge Of the back plate 90 has formed thereon a
vertical member 92 which is similar to member 62 in
the casing 12.
and as a stop-The
and functions both as a
When the back plate 418 is inserted through slots 38,
92
is
located
against
side
edge
94
of back member
with
bottom
edge
stop
4.8, the tab dBQ is seated in lower slot
50 located against the inner surface of bottom wall 16.
82 when the back Plate 90 is f d y inserted in the memThis structure makes it impossible for a thief to gain 40 ber 82 to cover opening 84. An aperture 96 formed in
the back Plate 90 in & W e n t With an aperture g8
entry to the case 12by prying the tab 46.When the back
opening 24 is enclosed by the back plate 40,apertures 42
formed in member 82 and extending through an ande
and @ are in a l i m e n t with each other. a keybracket 100.The angle bracket la,which is bonded to
operated, plug type l o c h g member 52 is inserted in the
the rear Surface of member 82,contains a series of holes
flange 34 so that it extends through both of the aper- 45 102 that are optionally used to faten the back member
82 and Casing 12 to a table top 104by bolts (not shown).
tures 42 and 44 securing the back plate 4Q closed. The
locking member 52 is attached to one end of a heavy
A Cut out Portion 106 formed in the back Plate 90
metal cable 54, the opposite end of the cable being seexF*ses the Power t~rminals58 (FIG- 2) Of Computer
cured to a desk (not shown) or other stationary object.
24. A corresponding Cut out 108 is also formed on
With the back plate 90 fully inserted within
Back plate 4.0 has a cut out portion 56 formed therein 50 bracket la.
for exposing a pair of power terminals 58 in the cornback member 82, a locking member 52 of the type
shown in FIG. 1 is inserted through the apertures %
puter 24 so that when the apparatus 10 is assembled,
electrical power can be supplied to the terminals 58
and 98 to secure the back plate 90. Thus, where the
from an external power source (not shown). Electrical
locking member 52 is secured to a hold-down cable 54
wires 60 connected to the computer 24 for other pur- 55 as in FIG. 1, the assembly 52, 54 will both secure the
poses such as battery charging or data transferring are
back plate 90 within case 12 and retain case 12 on the
also supplied through the cut out portion 56.
table top 104 but will permit movement within the raOf particular significance to the invention, the lockdius of the cable 54.
ing member 52 provides the dual function of securing
Alternatively, if the angle bracket 100 is secured to
back plate 44?to case 12 and securing the case and back 60 the table top PO4 by means of bolts, the back plate 90
may be secured within back member 92 by passing a
plate to the hold-down cable 54. Accordingly, the back
padlock such as the one identified by 78 in FIGS. 4 and
plate 4-0is locked to the case 112 and to the hold-down
5 through the apertures 96 and 98.
cable 54in a single operation. Similarly, upon unlocking
the member 52,the case 12 is released from hold-down
In this disclosure, there is shown and described only
cable 54 and the back plate 40 may be removed to ob- 65 the preferred embodiments of the invention, but, as
tain access to the computer 24.
aforementioned, it is to be understood that the invention
Referring to FIGS. 3-5, another embodiment of the
is capable of use in various other combinations and
invention is shown, wherein the back plate is modified
environments and is capable of changes or modifica-
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tions within the scope of the inventive concept as ex10. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein the first and
second slots are formed respectively in opposite side
pressed herein.
walls of said case.
What is claimed is:
a portable appliance
11. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein a frst aperture
3. ~n apparatus for
against theft, comprising: a case having a configuration 5 is formed in said back plate and a corresponding,second
aperture is formed in said case, and said locking means
corresponding to the configuration of said appliance
includes a lock member releasably secured to said back
and being defined by front, top, bottom and Opposite
plate and case through said apertures.
side walls, said
having an Open back to
12.The apparatus of cl1, wherein said back plate
therethrough of said appliance; a removeable back plate 10 contains a cut out portion to expose an electfical te-adapted to cover the back opening of said case and
of said
rial
thereby retain said appliance therein; one of said Walls
13.The apparatus of claim 11, wherein an outwardly
containing a first slot in a rear Portion thereof for reextending flange is formed on said cause, said first aperceiving said back plate therethrough; and means for
ture being located within said flange.
releasably locking said back plate to said case.
14.The apparatus of claim 1, including a hold down
15
cable, one end thereof being attached to a stationary
2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein said top wall has
object and the opposite end being secured to said lockan opening formed therein to expose a portion of said
appliance.
ing means.
15. An apparatus for securing a Pomble appliance
3. n e apparatus of claim 2, wherein the opening
formed in said top wall has a size and location to expow 20 against theft, comprising a case having an open back
through which said appliance is inserted or removed; a
a keyboard on said appliance.
back plate; guide means formed in said case for remove4' The
Of
,' wherein said first 'lot is
ably
said back plate to
the back of said
formed adjacent said back opening of said case.
case; a hold down cable, one end thereof being attached
The apparatus Of 'Iaim lY
wherein the
OPpo- 25 to a stationary object; and means for releasably securing
Site said One Wall has a second Slot formed therein, said
the opposite end of said cable to said back plate.
16. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein said releasably
back Plate extending through both of said Slots to Cover
the back opening.
securing means includes a locking means passing
6. The apparatus of claim 5, wherein said back plate
through both of said case and said back plate to simultahas a tab formed along one side thereof, said tab being 30 neously secure said back plate and said case together
adapted to extend through said second slot.
and said case to said cable.
tab has an
17. The apparatus of claim 15, wherein opposite walls
7. The apparatus of claim 6, wherein
aperture formed therein, said locking means including a
of said c a ~ ehave slots formed therein to receive said
lock member for extending through said aperture to
back Plate18.The apparatus of claim 17,wherein a top wall of
35
secure said back plate to said case.
said
case has a fust slot formed therein and a bottom
The apparatus of claim 7, including a stationary
wall of said case has a second slot formed therein, and a
member upon which said case is mounted, said stationlower edge of said back plate is formed as a tab having
ary member
a
'lot
to
a width that is substantially smaller than the width of
said
said tab extending through said second 4 said back plate, said second slot having a width coneand third SlOtS, said lock member thereby SeCUring said
sponbg
to the width of said tab,
back plate and case to said stationary member.
19. The apparatus of claim 18 , wherein the lower
9. The apparatus of Claim 8, wherein said first slot is
edge of said back plate further is formed with a cut out
formed in the top wall and said second slot is formed in
portion adapted to expose electrical terminal means on
the bottom wall, said tab extending downwardly 45 saidappliance.
* * * * *
through the third slot formed in said stationary member.
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